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An under-the-radar tussle is shaping up in California over how beer is being brought to
drinkers across the state.
The emerging beer battle pits small craft brewers against big distributors.
On one side are the small, family-owned brewers, who charge that the big distributors
don’t want to bother with the relatively small volumes of craft brewers and would be
delighted if the beer world was limited to the major brands distributed exclusively by
them, never mind small brewers distribution. The small brewers say they have resource
and logistical problems in attempting to distribute their product as widely as large
distributors can.
The legal framework of beer distribution’s roots go back to a system created after
prohibition ended: In most states, including California, brewers make beer, distributors
buy it, warehouse it and in turn sell it to retailers (markets, bars, restaurants) who then
sell it to consumers.
Small breweries can sell their product directly in California via “brew pubs,” owned and
operated on-site, but that is not the same as wide distribution to supermarkets and
liquor stores.
Through 2019, there were 1,039 craft brewers in California, more than any other state.
Individually, some may be modest in output, but collectively they have clout. According
to pre-pandemic numbers, the craft brewers generated more than 61,300 jobs across
California and contributed more than $9 billion to the state’s economy.
Better than nine out of 10 Californians live within 10 miles of a brewery; craft brewers
alone produced 3.4 million barrels of beer in 2018, according to the California Craft
Brewers Association.
But the issue for the family-owned distributors is dominance of the big players.
“Large, out-of-state distributor corporations are forcing local, family-owned distributors
out of business using unfair business practices, says Leesa Danzek, a spokeswoman
for the newly formed California Family Beer Distributors. “Specifically, some of these

companies are unfairly terminating contracts and forcing the sale of certain brands,
threatening independent distributors and customers who rely on their experience for
choice of product.”
“They regard (small brewers) as a pain in the ass,” said longtime Sacramento distributor
Hayden Markstein, referring to the large out-of-state distributors. Markstein is the CEO
of Markstein Beveridge Company of Sacramento.
In their defense, smaller family-owned distributors in 2020 pooled their resources and
last year formed the California Family Beer Distributors, which bills itself as an
organization of independent, family-owned, small companies that care about their
communities and are merely seeking fairness.
“Many of our members have been operating in their local markets for 50, 75 or even 100
years,” the group’s web site notes.
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